Introduction: Survivin is a nodal protein involved in several cellular pathways. It is a member of the IAP family and an integral component of the chromosomal passenger complex, where it binds to borealin and INCENP through its dimerization interface. By targeting survivin with a small molecule at its dimerization interface, inhibition of the proliferation of cancer cells has been suggested. With Abbott 8, a small-molecul e dimerization inhibitor has been recently reported. The structure-activity relationship of this series of inhibitors implied that the middle pyridin-2(1H)-one ring did not tolerate modifications of any kind. Methods: Based on the synthetic strategy of Abbott 8 using multicomponent reactions, we synthesized a series of small molecules bearing a novel rigidized core scaffold. This rigidization strategy was accomplished by integrating the pyridin-2(1H)-one and its 6-phenyl substituent into a tricyclic structure, linking position 5 of pyridin-2(1H)-one to the phenyl substituent by rings of different sizes. The new scaffolds were designed based on in silico molecular dynamics of survivin. Results: Binding of these rigidized scaffolds to the recombinant L54M mutant of survivin was evaluated, revealing affinities in the low micromolar range. Conclusion: This easily accessible, new class of survivin-dimerization modulators is an interesting starting point for further lead optimization.
Introduction
Survivin is a nodal protein involved in several cellular pathways. By targeting survivin, it has been suggested that multiple tumor-signaling pathways may be simultaneously disabled. 1 Survivin is a member of the IAP family and highly overexpressed in many common types of human cancer, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] but its levels are low in normal tissue and undetectable in nondividing cells. 8 Survivin inhibits apoptosis by binding to caspases through its baculovirus IAP repeat (BIR) domain, which is strongly attributable to mediating therapeutic resistance in cancer cells. [9] [10] [11] [12] In addition, survivin plays an important role in modulating the formation of the mitotic spindle, which modulates accurate chromosome segregation during mitosis. 13, 14 Survivin is an integral component of the chromosomal passenger complex (CPC), where the survivin monomer binds to borealin and INCENP in a way that mimics its dimerization to form a survivin homodimer through its dimerization interface. 15, 16 Survivin is required for localization of the CPC to the centromere. 15, 17 The CPC ensures the proper localization of Aurora B kinase for successful phosphorylation of potential targets for mitotic progression. 16 Therefore, by targeting survivin with a small molecule at its dimerization interface, inhibition of the proliferation of the cancer cells is expected. 18 The survivin homodimer has two distinct binding hot spots: the conventional BIR domain and the dimerization interface. However, only the dimerization interface has been reported to accommodate small-molecule binders (eg, Abbott 8), 16, 19 as well as an allosteric site in the near proximity of the dimerization interface. 20 Abbott 8 is the prototype of pyridone-based small molecules that binds at the dimerization interface of survivin with a K D value of 75 µM ( Figure 1A) . 19 Further and extensive modifications on rings A and C have been proposed by Abbott Laboratories to improve binding affinity. 19 In addition, Chettiar et al discovered recently potent small molecules that prolong mitotic progression with relatively large substituents on ring A (LLP3 in Figure 1A ). 16 However, Abbott Laboratories reported that ring B (the 3-cyano-pyridin-2(1H)-one moiety) did not tolerate further modifications of any kind. 19 In this study, we report the design, synthesis, and biological evaluation of novel survivin binders with a pyridin-2 (1H)-one core structure. Moreover, we provide a proof of concept demonstrating that pyridin-2(1H)-one (ring B) and its 6-phenyl substituent (ring C) can be integrated into a tricyclic structure using differently sized spacers to link both rings while retaining binding affinity to survivin (Figure 1 ).
Methods

Molecular Dynamics
To establish the manually docked survivin-Abbott 8 complex, the phenyl side chain of Phe93 was rotated to make the binding site of the dimerization interface accessible. This rotation of the Phe93 side chain was also proposed from the REMD study of the Apo structure of survivin (wild type). 21 To equilibrate and further study the complex, molecular dynamic (MD) simulations were performed using Amber (version 11) . [22] [23] [24] The X-ray apo-structure of the L54M mutant of survivin (homodimer) was retrieved from the PDB (code 1F3H). 25 Residues Δ118-142 from the long amphipathic C-terminal helix of each monomer were truncated to reduce the size of the solvated water shell and hence reduce the computational expense of simulation time. This C-terminal truncation strategy has been reported in experimental studies, where it did not affect dimerization, 26 and for REMD simulations for the wild-type apo structure of survivin. 21 To model the Zn-ion atom type, the tetrahedral dummy-atom model was implemented. 27 GAFF force-field 28 parameters were used for the ligand (Abbott 8), and missing parameters were determined using the Parmchk 29 module in Amber. The correct GAFF atom types of the ligand were determined with the Antechamber program. 29 FF99SB 30 force-field parameters were used for the protein atoms. Missing protons were added to the protein using the program Leap. To neutralize the system, sodium ions were added to the complex structure. With Leap, the complex was then solvated with the TIP3P 31 octahedron solvent model with borders of 10 Å away from the protein, which resulted in the addition of about 60,000 water atoms to the system. Then, the starting coordinate and topology files for the simulations were constructed. Ions and solvent atoms were minimized with the Sander module over 500 steps using the steepest descent algorithm, with the subsequent 500 steps using the conjugate gradient, while the complex structure (Survivin -Abbott 8) was held fixed during this initial minimization. A subsequent minimization for the whole system was performed (1,000 steps steepest descent followed by 1,500 steps conjugate gradient) with no restraints.
A B
The system was then heated to 300 K in 200 ps under constant-volume periodic boundary conditions with weak restraints (force constant of 10 Å) for complex atoms' positions. Consequently, the whole system was equilibrated for 1 ns with no restraints. In the subsequent production phase (~16 ns), the trajectory was calculated under constant-pressure periodic boundary conditions, using an NPT ensemble (isothermal-isobaric ensemble, ie, constant number of particles n, constant pressure P, and constant temperature T at 1 atm pressure, and a time step of 2 fs. Initial MD velocities were applied randomly according to the Boltzmann distribution. The temperature (300 K) was maintained using the Langevin dynamics algorithm 32 to guarantee an equal distribution of temperature. The Shake 33 algorithm was applied to all bonds involving hydrogen atoms. The particle-mesh Ewald method 34 was employed to treat long-range electrostatic interactions, and a 10 Å cutoff for van der Waals interactions was applied. Coordinates were saved every 0.2 ps and energy data every 100th time step. The generated trajectories were all centered to the protein, projected back to their initial solvent octahedron, and RMS fitted to the backbone atom positions of the first frame using the program PTRAJ. The clustering of the trajectory was performed with the average-linkage algorithm using PTRAJ at the tenth frame interval. 35 Cluster analysis was performed according to the metrics reported in the literature and implemented in the Amber package. 35 Metric values per cluster count were produced by PTRAJ. 2D-RMSD values for the 2D-RMSD plots were also calculated using PTRAJ, prepared by inhouse Python and Java scripts and visualized by GNUPlot (http://www.gnuplot.info) and Origin (http://www.origi nlab.com). Clustering data were prepared by Newick Perl script provided by the Amber community to produce the Newick format. 36 Then, the phenogram was plotted using the web service https://www.bioinformatics.nl/tools/plot tree.html
Survivin Expression And Purification
The gene coding for residues 1-142 (full length) of the human survivin L54 mutant was synthesized (Eurofins) and finally cloned into a pET24a + vector, 37 which encodes an N-terminal hexahistidine tag. Expression was carried out in BL21 (DE3) Escherichia coli. Purification from E. coli lysates was accomplished using Ni 2+ chelation chromatography with standard procedures. 25, 38 The histidine tag was removed using TEV protease digestion during dialysis in 50 mM Tris (pH 80) 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 10% (v:v) glycerol at 4°C for 24 hours. Peak fractions were collected from the reverse Ni 2+ chelation chromatography, dialyzed against 5 mM HEPES-Na + (pH 7.5) and 3 mM βmercaptoethanol, concentrated, and stored at −80°C.
Fluorescence-Based Assay
A 1:3 series dilution of the survivin (L54M) protein was incubated with 1 µM testing compound for 30 minutes in 5 mM HEPES-Na + (pH 7.5) buffer, 3% (v:v) DMSO, and 3 mM β-mercaptoethanol. Fluorescence intensity was measured by ClarioStar (BMG Labtech) with excitation wavelength of 380-440 nm and emission wavelength 440-550 nm. K D values were derived assuming a two-component binding equilibrium. Data were fitted to a four-parameter sigmoidal curve.
Docking And Benchmarking
Representative Structure Preparation MOE 39 was used to prepare the three MD representative structures for benchmarking and docking. The structures were prepared with restrained relaxing by applying Tether energy minimization (MMFF94x force field) to the side chains with a strength of 0.5 Å SD from the original coordinates, while the backbone atoms were kept fixed. The rest of the parameters were kept at the default setting.
Preparation Of DEKOIS 2.0 Benchmark Set
The DEKOIS 2.0 40 protocol was applied on 29 survivin bioactives extracted from BindingDB, to generate 870 challenging decoys (1:30 ratio). Then, all molecules were prepared with the LigPrep module (version 2.4) 41 of Maestro (version 9.1). 42 Molecules were minimized using the OPLS 2005 force field. Only one conformer was retrieved, and one protonation state was generated at pH 7 for each molecule. The specified stereoconfiguration of all bioactives and decoys of the data sets was retained. All prepared molecules were saved as SD files for GOLD docking.
Benchmarking GOLD (version 5.1) [43] [44] [45] [46] was used for benchmarking on the three representative structures of the MD clustering. Residues of the binding site were defined by specifying the Abbott 8 coordinates and using a cutoff radius of 10 Å, with the "detect cavity" option enabled. The scoring function used for GOLD docking experiments was ChemPLP.
The search efficiency of the genetic algorithm was set at 200%. Docking was terminated early when the top three solutions were within 1.5 Å RMSD. The docking score of best pose was then retrieved for calculating the pROC-AUC utilizing R-Snippet components of KNIME. 47 The pROC-Chemotype plots were generated by the pROC-Chemotype plot tool, available from http://www.dekois. com. 48, 49 Conformational Search (Synthesized Compounds) Synthesized compounds were built using MOE. Then, the molecule-wash function was employed at default settings. A conformational search was conducted at the default settings using LowModeMD and an RMS gradient of 0.005, and at most 10,000 iteration-limit attempts were made to generate conformations. A total of 500 iterations of energy minimization were performed for each conformer using the MMFF94x force field. Partial charges were calculated according to the standard parameters of the force field. This protocol produced one, two, and four ring conformations per compound of the five-, six-, and seven-member rigidized systems, respectively.
Docking For Synthesized Compounds
All generated conformations were subjected to docking experiments on the third MD-cluster representative. Docking was performed with GOLD (version 5.2) using settings similar to the previously mentioned benchmarking. The total number of generated poses was 12, 27, and 52 for compounds of five, six, and seven-member rigidized systems, respectively.
Chemistry
All reagents and solvents were of commercial quality and utilized without further purification. Reactions were carried out in standard laboratory glassware under air, except when noted otherwise. Reaction temperatures refer to the temperature of the oil/sand/water bath used if not denoted differently. The purity of the compounds, which were tested in the survivin (L54M) assays, was >95%, determined via HPLC on an HP 1090 series II LC equipped with a UV diode-array detector (detection at 230 nm and 254 nm). Chromatographic separation was performed on a Phenomenex Luna 5u C 8 column (150×4.6 mm, 5 µm) at 35°C oven temperature. The injection volume was 5 µL and flow 1.5 mL/min using the following gradient: 0.01 M KH 2 PO 4 , pH 2.30 (solvent A), methanol (solvent B), 40% B to 85% B in 8 minutes; 85% B for 5 minutes; 85% to 40% B for 1 minute; 40% B for 2 minutes; stop time 16 minutes. TLC reaction controls were performed for all reactions using fluorescent silica gel 60 F 254 plates (Merck) and visualized under natural light and UV illumination at 254 and 365 nm. Column chromatography was performed on Davisil LC60A 20-45 µm silica from Grace Davison and Geduran Si60 63-200 µm silica from Merck for the precolumn using an Interchim PuriFlash 430 automated flash chromatography system. 1 H NMR/ 13 C NMR spectra were measured on a Bruker Avance 400 NMR spectrometer at 400/100 MHz. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million relative to TMS. All spectra were calibrated against the residual proton peak of the deuterated solvent used. Mass spectra (EI-MS or FAB-MS) were obtained from the Mass Spectrometry Department, Institute of Organic Chemistry, Eberhard Karls University of Tübingen.
Synthesis Of Reported Compound
A mixture of 1-(5-bromo-2-hydroxyphenyl)ethan-1-one (1 mmol, 0.215 g) and ammonium acetate (8 mmol, 0.617 g) in ethanol was stirred at room temperature for 10 minutes. Then, 2-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde (1 mmol, 0.208 g) and ethyl cyanoacetate (1 mmol, 0.113 g) were added to the mixture and heated under reflux for 12 hours. The reaction mixture was cooled and the resulting solution dried in vacuo to give a yellow residue that was then purified by column chromatography using an n-hexane:ethyl acetate 6.5:3.5 solvent system. The product was canary yellow and solid: yield (0.165 g, 35%); 1 
Synthesis Of 4-Aryl
A mixture of 1-(5-bromo-2-hydroxyphenyl)propan-1-one (4, 1 mmol, 0.229 g), aldehyde (1-3), ethyl cyanoacetate (1 mmol, 0.113 g), and ammonium acetate (8 mmol, 0.617 g) in ethanol was heated under reflux for 12-24 hours. The reaction mixture was cooled and the resulting solution dried in vacuo to give a yellow residue that was then purified by 
2-Chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde (1, 1 mmol, 0.209 g) was used as the aldehyde for the previously described reaction mixture in the general procedure. The compound was purified by column chromatography using dichloromethane as a solvent. The product was a yellow solid: yield (0.1 g, 21%); 1 
2,5-Dibromobenzaldehyde (2, 1 mmol, 0.263 g) was used as the aldehyde for the previously described reaction mixture in the general procedure. The compound was purified by column chromatography using dichloromethane:methanol 9.5:0.5 as solvent. The product was a yellow solid: yield (0.095 g, 18%); 1 
2,5-Dichlorobenzaldehyde (3, 1 mmol, 0.175 g) was used as the aldehyde for the previously described reaction mixture in the general procedure. The compound was purified by column chromatography using dichloromethane:methanol 9.5:0.5 as solvent. The product was a yellow solid: yield (0.09 g, 20%); 1 (11) 2-Chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde (1, 1 mmol, 0.209 g) was used as the aldehyde for the previously described reaction mixture in the general procedure. The compound was firstly crystallized from DMF:ethanol 1:5, further purified by column chromatography using an n-hexane-ethyl acetate gradient, and then eluted with ethyl acetate. The product was a pale-yellow solid: yield (0.09 g, 20%); 1 
2,5-Dibromobenzaldehyde (2, 1 mmol, 0.263 g) was used as the aldehyde for the previously described reaction mixture in the general procedure. The compound was purified by column chromatography using a solvent gradient starting with n-hexane 100% to ethyl acetate 100%, and then the product was eluted with ethyl acetate. The product was a dark-yellow solid: yield (0.111 g, 22%); 1 H NMR (13) 2,5-Dichlorobenzaldehyde (3, 1 mmol, 0.175 g) was used as the aldehyde for the previously described reaction mixture in the general procedure. Dried raw residue was washed with DCM and the purity was sufficient. The product was a yellow solid: yield (0.146 g, 34%); Anhydrous AlCl 3 (4.8 g, 36 mmol, 2.2 eq) was added portion-wise to vigorously stirred bromobenzene (20 mL) on ice. After stirring for 30 minutes, methyl 5-chloro-5-oxopentanoate (2.7 g, 16 mmol) was added dropwise, followed by stirring for 3.5 hours at room temperature. Then, crushed ice and concentrated HCl (15 mL) were added and the mixture warmed until the suspension formed had dissolved. The aqueous layer was extracted with CH 2 Cl 2 (3×20 mL). The combined organic layers were washed with water (40 mL) and brine (30 mL), dried over Na 2 SO 4 and concentrated in vacuo to give 20 as an orange oil.
5-(4-Bromophenyl)-5-Oxo-Pentanoic Acid (21) 51
The oil (20) was dissolved in a mixture of MeOH (20 mL) and 2N NaOH (20 mL) and the mixture heated under reflux for 3 hours. The mixture was concentrated in vacuo and the residue acidified with concentrated HCl and extracted with CH 2 Cl 2 (4×20 mL). The combined organic layers were washed with water (30 mL) and brine (30 mL), dried over Na 2 SO 4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product of 5-(4-bromophenyl)-5-oxo-pentanoic acid (21) as a slightly yellow solid (4.2 g).
5-(4-Bromophenyl)Pentanoic Acid (22) 51
To the previous crude solid 21, KOH (13.9 g, 4.4 eq) and hydrazine monohydrate (4.4 g, 5.5 eq) were added and the mixture heated in triethylene glycol to reflux (200°C) in a Dean-Stark apparatus for overnight. The mixture was poured into cold water and washed with Et 2 O. The aqueous layer was acidified with concentrated HCl and extracted with CH 2 Cl 2 (4×20 mL). The combined organic layers were washed with water (2×20 mL) and brine (30 mL), dried over Na 2 SO 4 , and concentrated in vacuo to give a crude product of 5-(4-bromophenyl)pentanoic acid (22) as a yellow solid (3.5 g).
3-Bromo-6,7,8,9-Tetrahydro-5H-Benzo [7] Annulen-5-One (7) 50, 51 Then, the crude product 22 was added portion-wise to polyphosphoric acid (30 g) at 90°C. The mixture was stirred overnight and turned brown during the first hour. Then, it was poured into crushed ice and warmed until the suspension formed had dissolved. The mixture was extracted with CH 2 Cl 2 (4×20 mL). The combined organic layers were washed with water (2×30 mL) and brine (2×-30 mL), dried over Na 2 SO 4 , and concentrated in vacuo to give the crude product 7 as a dark-brown oil, which was further purified by column chromatography using n-hexane:ethyl acetate 9:1 to give a dark-orange oil: yield (0.8 g, 25%); 1 A mixture of the prepared 3-bromo-6,7,8,9-tetrahydro-5H-benzo [7] annulen-5-one (7, 0.5 mmol, 0.119 g) aldehyde (1-3), ethyl cyanoacetate (0.5 mmol, 0.057 g), and ammonium acetate (4 mmol, 0.308 g) in ethanol was heated under reflux for 18 hours. The reaction mixture was cooled and the precipitate formed filtered, washed excessively with ethanol, washed again with DCM, and dried in vacuo. No further purification steps were required, since the HPLC purity grade was sufficient. (17) 2-Chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde (1, 0.5 mmol, 0.104 g) was used as the aldehyde for the previously described reaction mixture in the general procedure. The product was a pale-yellow solid: yield (0.06 g, 25%); 
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Results And Discussion Design Approach And Proof Of Concept
The SAR suggested by Abbott Laboratories' study on survivin proposed that the middle pyridin-2(1H)-one ring did not tolerate any modification in position 5. 19 The NMR interaction pattern of the survivin-Abbott 8 complex showed that both rings B and C should be coplanar. 19 The hydroxyl group of ring C helps to keep this coplanarity by forming an intramolecular hydrogen bond with the nitrogen atom of the pyridin-2(1H)-one ring.
Since there is no crystal structure available in the PDB to represent small-molecule binding with survivin, we modeled this binding scenario for Abbott 8 by manually docking Abbott 8 into the dimerization interface of the apo survivin mutant (L54M) dimer (PDB: 1F3H). Starting from this modeled complex, we figured that any substitution in position 5 of the pyridin-2(1H)-one ring would lead to a clash with Phe101 residue of the binding site, as well as a loss of the coplanarity between rings B and C of Abbott 8. Therefore, a successful introduction of any substituent in position 5 of the pyridin-2(1H)-one ring should be accommodated by an induced fit of the binding site backbone and/or side chain rotation of the Phe101. However, to retain the relative coplanarity between the two rings (B and C) while introducing a substituent on ring B, we considered a rigidization strategy to link ring B and C with differently sized spacers, producing five-, six-, and seven-member cyclic moieties fused to the core pyridin-2(1H)-one ring ( Figure 1B ). Since we focused on modifying the middle pyridin-2(1H)-one ring, we kept the bromo group in position 3 of ring C in our scaffolds, because it facilitates further synthetic expansion of the system by adding lengthy peptide-like substituents, as suggested in the literature. 19 Based on considerations reflecting the dynamics of the binding site, we aimed to demonstrate that our intended modification strategy leads to novel fused cyclic chemotypes that can be accommodated by the flexibility of the binding site.
Molecular Dynamic Simulation
In this section, we aim at extracting a rational model of a survivin-ligand complex that can be used for further modeling and docking experiments for the proposed rigidized scaffolds. Starting from the manually docked complex of survivin (L54M) dimer with Abbott 8, we conducted a medium time-course and explicit-solvent MD simulation for 16 ns to assess the flexibility of the dimerization interface, as shown in Figure S1 . After finishing the MD-trajectory simulation, we assessed binding-site flexibility by visualizing the pairwise RMSD of the backbone MD frames of the binding site ( Figure 2 ). The first 200 ps (ten frames of the contour map) shows an obvious fluctuation of the bindingsite backbone, with many yellow and red areas (2.25-3 Å RMSD), representing the heating phase of the system. Continuing to~0.6 ns, the binding-site backbone exhibits fewer changes, indicated by the appearance of green areas with smaller RMSD values. Between~0.6 ns and~16 ns, roughly one major batch of binding-site conformations (green~RMSD 1.5 A) can be observed, with minor yellow (2.25 Å RMSD) and blue (0.75 Å RMSD) regions.
For further investigation, we performed a cluster analysis of the MD frames. This suggested that three clusters would be an optimum choice ( Figure S2 ). We found that the occurrence of the first two clusters did not exceed approximately 5% of the trajectory, while the third cluster accounted for about 95% of the trajectory and extended toward the end of the simulation. This highlights that the third cluster was the biggest and most dominant cluster, which agrees with the conclusion drawn from the 2D-RMSD contour map in Figure 2 .
Benchmarking The Representative Structures Of The MD Clusters
To evaluate the in silico druggability of the binding sites, we generated a challenging decoy set by our DEKOIS 2.0 40, 52, 53 protocol from the available bioactives of survivin (retrieved from BindingDB). Then, we conducted a benchmarking study using GOLD as the docking program and the three representative structures of the clusters. The idea was to identify the appropriate representative structure that is able efficiently to separate bioactive ligands from generated challenging decoys. Based on the benchmarking results, the second and third cluster representatives showed similarly good performance, with pROC (AUC) values of 0.91 and 0.93, respectively (Figure 3 , B and C), compared to the performance of the first cluster representative, with a pROC (AUC) value of 0.71 ( Figure 3A ). It should be noted that this performance was much better than the statistical average (pROC [AUC] of 0.43). As such, we concluded that both binding-site conformations were able to identify and accommodate survivin-dimerization modulators.
Visualizing Chemotype Behavior Via pROC-Chemotype Plots
To decide which cluster should be selected, we visualized chemotype behavior by pROC-Chemotype 48,49 plots (see Figure 4 ). Only 29 small-molecule binders to survivin have been recently introduced and collected by the BindingDB repository, 54 comprising 25 pyridin-2(1H)one-based molecules, while the other four are miscellaneous structures reported in the early stage of affinity screening by Abbott. 19 Maximum common substructure (MCS) chemotype clustering demonstrated five main clusters, as seen in Figure 4 . All the reported pyridin-2(1H)one derivatives are clustered in cluster 1, while the rest (clusters 2-5) were clustered into singletons (ie, one compound per cluster). Such MCS clustering behavior reflects the diversity of the chemotypes. In a comparison of the second and third MD cluster representatives, the pROC-Chemotype plot demonstrated better diversity of the hits being enriched (at 1%) for the third MD cluster representative. This diversity is evident by the presence of MCS clusters 1 and 3, while only MCS cluster 1 is seen for the second MD representative. Since the performance in this case is presented by the normalized (by the N 2/3 ) docking score, we converted the affinity values (K D values) into ligand efficiency (LE) 55 values. This allows us to have a reasonable assessment when normalizing both the docking and bioactivity information by the molecularsize features. In this case, the third MD cluster representative enriched effectively ligands with better LE values compared to the second MD cluster representative (see Figure 4 ). Therefore, the third MD cluster representative satisfied the assumption to be used for further predictions as a main MD cluster representative. Elucidating the distance between position C5 of the middle pyridin-2(1H)-one ring and Phe101 side chain for both starting the survivin-Abbott 8 complex structure (ie, before the MD) and the main MD representative structure (ie, third cluster representative) showed that the latter possessed a better chance of accommodating a substituent at C5 of the pyridin-2(1H)-one ring (see Figure S3 ). This suggests that survivin, and particularly the residue Phe101, is possibly able to adopt by certain conformational changes the designed rigidized scaffolds forming reasonable interactions with them. Docking assessment of the designed For this, we adopted a one-pot reaction approach utilizing in-solution phase MCRs. 57, 58 Briefly, four reactants were mixed together and heated for reflux in ethanol. The four reactants were composed of: a suitable phenyl ketone derivative 4-7, namely 1-(5-bromo-2-hydroxyphenyl)propan-1-one (4), 6-bromo-2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-one (5), 7-bromo-3,4-dihydronapht halen-1(2H)-one (6) and 3-bromo-6,7,8,9-tetrahydro-5Hbenzo [7] annulen-5-one (7); a substituted benzaldehyde 1-3, namely 2-chloro-5-(trifluoromethyl)benzaldehyde (1), 2,5-dibromobenzaldehyde (2), and 2,5-dichlorobenzaldehyde (3); ethyl cyanoacetate; and ammonium acetate. For all 5-methyl-pyridin-2(1H)-one 8-10, their methyl protons are found as a shielded singlet peak at the upfield region δ≈1.5 ppm. The five-member fused-ring system 11-13 shows the methylene protons as a shielded multiplet peak (two strongly coupled geminal doublets with Δν/ J=2.4) in the upfield regions δ≈3.4 and 3.5 ppm. For the six-member rigidized products 14-16, two shielded peaks (multiplets) in the upfield regions δ≈2.2 and 2.6 ppm can be observed, representing the two methylene groups. Likewise, the seven-member rigidized products 17-19 demonstrated two shielded peaks (multiplets) in the upfield regions δ≈1.9 and 2.6 ppm, representing the three methylene groups. All the previously mentioned 1 H NMR Figure 4 pROC-Chemotype plot 49 of the three cluster representatives of the MD. Bioactivity information represented by rank of ligand efficiency (LE) values. Lower-rank numbers (red) demonstrate better ligand efficiency. The enrichment factor (EF) evaluates the ability of the docking program to find true positives throughout the scoreorder list compared to the random selection. The EF was calculated in our protocol thus: 56 
observations confirmed the successful formation of the differently sized rigidized compounds. Further confirmation was conducted by 13 C NMR, since the relevant peaks of the aliphatic carbons were observed in the upfield region. Mass spectrometry of all bromo-and chlorocontaining products demonstrated peaks at M + , M + + 2, and M + + 4, due to the isotopic nature of the respective halogen. Representative spectral data can be found in the Supplementary material (Figures S4-S6) .
To synthesize the seven-member rigidized compounds 17-19, the ketone 3-bromo-6,7,8,9-tetrahydro-5H-benzo [7] annulen-5-one (7) , which is not commercially available, was prepared starting from bromobenzene (Scheme 2). 50, 51 Friedel-Crafts acylation was carried out using methyl 5-chloro-5-oxopentanoate in the presence of anhydrous AlCl 3 as a catalyst, followed by an ester hydrolysis of 20. Then, Wolff-Kishner reduction (Huang Minlon modification) 59 was utilized for selective reduction of the carbonyl ketone 21.
Lastly, a successful cyclization of 22 was performed by intramolecular Friedel-Crafts acylation using polyphosphoric acid as a Brønsted acid.
The preparation of the compound Abbott 16, 19 to be used as a reference for comparison, was not straightforward. Setting up the original one-pot reaction conditions, we ended up with a relatively low yield that was difficult separate. However, when performing the one-pot reaction condition in a multistep fashion, a better yield was afforded. For this, we mixed only two reactants (the ketone and ammonium acetate) for 10 minutes, and then added in situ the remaining two reactants (aldehyde and ethyl cyanoacetate) to complete the reaction successfully. This order of adding the reactants was inspired by a proposed mechanism of the synthesis of 2-amino-3-cyanopyridines. 60 
Biological Evaluation
In order to evaluate the binding affinity (K D ) of the prepared rigidized systems to survivin (L54M), we cloned the (L54M) Scheme 1 Synthesis of 5-methyl-pyridin-2(1H)-ones 8-10, as well as rigidized scaffolds where the 6-phenylpyridin-2(1H)-one substructure is fused to a five, six, and sevenmembered ring system [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Rigidization changes are highlighted in red. Reagents and conditions (a) reflux in ethanol. mutant gene of BIRC5 into our in-house vector. Then, recombinant survivin (L54M) expression and purification cycles were conducted. The choice of the point mutant (L54M) over survivin wild type was encouraged based on the preferred crystallographic properties, which may be needed in future for optimized ligands based on the proposed chemotypes in this study. Scanning the prepared compounds against purified survivin using differential scanning fluorimetry was not adequate, due to interference of the compounds' intrinsic fluorescence with the dye used (Sypro orange). Isothermal titration calorimetry was problematic, due to the limited aqueous solubility of the compounds. Making use of the intrinsic fluorescence of the rigidized pyridin-2(1H)-one systems, we successfully monitored the increasing intensity of the fluorescence upon compoundsurvivin complex formation. 19 All binding affinity data are summarized in Table 1 .
None of the compounds of the open methyl-scaffold 8-10 demonstrated binding affinity (Table 1 ). This is not surprising, since introduction of a 5-methyl group forces dominant orthogonal noncoplanar (rings B and C) conformations. Although the formation of coplanar conformations would be augmented by hydrogen-bonding formation between rings B and C, the orthogonal conformations should exert substantially higher energy to adopt the desired coplanarity, in order to pack optimally into the relatively narrow dimerization interface. Therefore, the desired coplanarity for binding is not tolerable in this case.
Interestingly, all the nine compounds of the rigidized systems 11-19 demonstrated evidence of binding at a low micromolar range of affinity. The conformational search of the five-, six-, and seven-membered systems showed one, two, and four main low-energy ring conformations in vacuum, respectively ( Figure S9 ). This affected the relative positioning of rings B and C consequently. The dihedral angles of rings B and C did not show remarkable deviations within compound series. Although the sevenmember rigidized compounds 17-19 showed relatively larger dihedral angles (larger deviations from the ideal coplanar conformations), still their biological affinity did not deviate remarkably from the average affinity of the other rigidized systems. The relative positioning of the substituted C ring allowed the bromo group to pack optimally against the shallow cleft of the binding site, as seen from the docking experiment in Figure S10C . However, the exact mechanism of how our proposed chemotypes intervene with survivin, eg, via inhibiting or stabilizing the dimerization form, is still unclear.
Docking Assessment
Assessment of the distance between Phe101 side chain and the best poses (best score) of the rigidized compounds showed acceptable proximities implying reasonable hydrophobic contacts ( Figure 5 ). The general binding mode of these compounds did not deviate significantly from Abbott 8's binding mode in the main MD representative structure. The main difference can be attributed to the relative positioning of the ring C due to relative deviations of the coplanarity. In Figures 5 and S10 , one can observe that six and seven-member rigidized compounds showed optimum packing of the bromo group against the shallow cleft formed by residues Arg18 and Phe86, while the five- member rigidized scaffolds forced the bromo group to be slightly deviated, yet reasonably interacting with the Ph86 side chain.
The best docking pose per ligand superposed optimally with Abbott 8 in the main MD representative structure ( Figure 5 ). Interestingly, all the best docking poses showed one similar ring conformation per each rigidized series, as observed from Figure S10 . In addition, such ring conformation of the best docking pose does not necessary resemble the respective energy minimum in vacuum. For example, unlike compounds 14 and 16, the best docking pose for 15 showed dissimilar ring conformation to its respective energy minimum. This observation is attributable to the small energy barrier (ΔE=0.07 kcal/mol) between their ring conformations ( Figure S9B ). Interestingly, none of the best docking poses for the seven-member rigidized compounds 17-19 showed similar ring conformation to their respective energy minima, although the energy barrier for selecting the ring conformation of the docking pose was relatively higher (ΔE≈3.5 kcal/mol, Figure S9C ). This was likely due to the presence of a relatively narrow cleft formed by Phe93 and Phe13 in the binding site that favored only one ring conformation for optimum positioning and hydrophobic interactions ( Figure S10D ).
As such, when elucidating the distribution of the docking score (fitness) for the best poses of 11-19 compounds ( Table 2) , a relatively narrow SD around the mean can be perceived, while relatively lower means and wider SDs are observed when considering the other ring conformations. In addition, the narrow deviation of the distribution of all best poses (∑ in Table 2 ) also agreed with the narrow range of measured biological affinity values (1.9-3.8 µM).
Conclusion
We conducted a medium time-course MD simulation for the survivin (L54M)-Abbott 8 complex to extract a rational representative model that highlights the possibility of addressing Phe101 by tolerable contact. Based on Notes: a λ max -bw, "λ max " is the maximum wave length (nm) and "bw" the bandwidth. b Protein concentration was calculated for the protein dimer assuming that survivin homodimer was formed throughout the assays. All measurements conducted in triplicate at minimum. Applying biophysical methods in order to quantify binding affinity of the prepared compounds against survivin showed that differential scanning fluorimetry and isothermal titration calorimetry were not adequate, due to fluorescence interference and limited aqueous solubility of the compounds. Alternatively, monitoring the intrinsic fluorescence of the rigidized-pyridin-2(1H)-one scaffolds upon survivin-compound complex formation showed well-defined increasing intensity fitted to four-parameter curve models, and thus K D values were derived assuming a two-component binding equilibrium.
Biological evaluation of all 12 compounds against recombinant survivin (L54M) revealed that the five-, six-, and seven-member rigidized scaffolds 11-19 possessed binding affinity (K D ) in the low micromolar range: 1.9-3.8 µM. Conformational search of five-, six-, and sevenmember rigidized compounds showed one, two, and four main low-energy ring conformations in vacuum, respectively. Docking experiments demonstrated that only one ring conformation of the six-and seven-member rigidized compounds was favored upon binding at the dimerization interface of survivin. Such ring conformation of the best docking pose does not necessarily resemble the respective energy minimum in vacuum. This is likely due to the presence of a relatively narrow cleft formed by Phe93 and Phe13 in the binding site, which favored only one ring conformation for optimum hydrophobic interactions.
In conclusion, our study provides a solid proof of concept of the possibility of modifying the middle pyridin-2(1H)-one ring. In addition, it introduces novel rigidized chemotypes that can be a starting step for further lead-optimization cycles in the near future. Note: a Only one ring conformation per ligand.
